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BIPOLAR

Fearful whispers of imagining
follow us down collusive streets
where people strike us
like stilettos,
eager to collect flesh.
Trophies are dear
to blind wanderers
blown though a hurricane world,
who slink in populated corners,
furred against northern nights,
thonged against southern days
and never cry beware
of fearful imaginings.

—Gary Beck
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THERAPIST DISEASE

Always seeing people’s flaws too clearly,
I have the psychotherapist
disease.

I diagnose
everyone I meet:
this one has O C D,
that one has bipolar,

always losing sight
of my flaws
and my own diagnostic
categories. 

—Mark Tulin
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ANXIOUS

I am dancing
in the sunlight,
the bright, bright light.
I know the cloud is there
but I can forget it, till I stop.
And then..
There it is,
even bigger 
and blacker
than before.
Darker than 
ever.

It doesn’t like me dancing,
doesn’t like the laughter
or the sunshine.
Brightness breaks it,
shatters it into a grey mist.
But still it won’t leave me.

The brighter the sunlight,
the louder the laughter,
the greater my fear
that it will form again
and suck me into it’s
darkness.

—Lynn White
First published by Ealain, Into The Dark, Issue 10, May 2015
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SUICIDE 

life’s merciless gift has grown unbearable. 
You ask me why i’m so enticed 
by Death’s sweet aria  
have I not listened to life’s agonizing symphony of torment 
long enough ?
don’t look out the window, the sun is a shadow, 
the world’s turn to ash, 
and the wars still rage inside the corrupted hearts 
of mankind. 
If I could just close my eyes and pretend everything was alright 
My wrist wouldn’t be leaking 
slow, melancholy drops of crimson rain 
Like flesh clouds shedding a burden too heavy to carry. 
I’m only the sad corpse of a man
I was given a false heart, a hollow smile 
and left to roam this sullen earth once more. 
I should’ve stayed with the
extinguished embers of my burnt out soul and the 
Ashes of my crippled heart. 
Now I have these phantom scars itching in my soul. 

When you find me,
 limp and still, my unblinking eyes staring into a void
do not mourn, 
I know i cannot ask you 
to let no tears fall where my blood was spilled
Just know 
When i awake in eternal slumber
death will have taken me to a world less harrowing than this one 

—Sankara “Le Prince Héritier” Olama-Yai
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ON FINDING A SUICIDE NOTE

You told yourself it was easier 
to imagine a thousand reasons 
why than to know any one answer. 
There was glory in the theory 

of having no choice.

He was your hero, more 
magical than Jesus or so you
thought. He smoked Winston’s 
and blew smoke rings in the air. 

You thought he was invincible. 

You were expecting a fairytale, 
your head full of forget me nots
You used to sit in his old ford woody 
and he’d sing every song on the radio.
 
His pockets were stuffed with flowers 

and a tiny bird he put in your hand 
It was a sparrow with a broken wing. 
He taught you how to trust a wounded 
thing, how to bring it back to life.

—Carol Lynn Stevenson Grellas
First published in The Same
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FUCKING ANXIETY

It turns out that I didn’t harm those people
It turns out that I didn’t march through the streets yelling, 

“FREE AMERICA”
It turns out that I didn’t say, “Your baby Is dead”
It turns out that I didn’t say, “You’re mine” to my therapist.
It turns out that I didn’t say, “You’re a bitch” to the Wal-mart 

grocier 
It turns out that I didn’t say, “I am a terrorist” in front of the 

crowd of peaceful protestors
It turns out that I didn’t scream, “Christianity is blasphemy” to 

my Christian neighbors
It turns out that I didn’t yell suicide is the answer fifty times to 

my mental health prescriber 
It turns out that I didn’t call the biggest guy I have ever seen, 

“Mike n Ike” while in Transition team group.
It turns out that I didn’t blast obscenities towards the people of 

color who spoke to me at the grocery store.
It turns out that I didn’t yell, “I hate your kids” to the large 

group of truckers sliding their trucks along the riverbed 
for entertainment.

It turns out that I didn’t threaten the president in front of police 
officers while they trod along the street corner.

It turns out that I never prowled the streets looking for purses 
to snatch, it turns out that I never yelled, “Rape!” in front 
of my mental health group while someone was telling their 
story about previous abuse.

It turns out that I never did any of these things, and that 
my anxiety can become so high, that thoughts cascade 
through my mind on a near constant basis and that I’m so 
embarrassed about saying something stupid that I shake 
and stutter and convulse in my skin

Medication helps, as does therapy, as does deep breathing, as 
does hydrotherapy, as does meditation.

—Adam Levon Brown
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BI POLAR WAYS, DAZE, CRAZE

I’m cheating on Despair today
Thankfully, for now, he walked away
 
He wanders off from time to time
No notice no warning of any kind
 
Dragging locks and chains, together they go
How long am I free?  I never know
 
Waiting in ambush, He’s watching me
Keeping careful tally of my infidelity
 
Hope flips on the lights, eyes blinded at first
Widening with abandon, they quench their thirst
 
Drinking the rays is a punishable crime
Hope promises again - It’s different this time
 
I timidly accept an invitation from Hope
We grasp hands and combine, together we cope
 
Venturing outside among colors and shapes
A warm breeze joins us for a sail on the lake
 
Hope’s beauty, this life, the homecoming brightens
But Despair lurks nearby, and as always, I’m frightened

—Beth Tunnell Howard
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MAN GONE
After Diane Brebner’s Snow-Death

And you are, my love
the man gone into the cold heart of
things

and I can no longer follow
into those wild places
of rescued worlds

of reshaped galaxies
where human frailties and white-outs
can be collateral and salvation;

where your snowblindness, my frostbite
make us cripples both;
our lips, a whorl

lose words into the wind
and I, the lost one
cannot weep

—Barbara E. Hunt
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MY DEPRESSION

Depression slips into my unguarded soul 
Like a silent noose tightening around my 
Pulsing heart.
It’s dark shadow cast over my caged mind
Digging its unseen blade deep into the 
Flesh of my sanity which i’ve long since begun to lose
And I have no idea why…
I haven’t the slightest clue why one day my
Happiness evaporated into the cold void 
And like a blissful ghost, now haunts me in my 
Waking moments. As if my former soul
Is trapped in the depthless tunnels that make up 
The labyrinth of my depraved mind

—Sankara “Le Prince Héritier” Olama-Yai
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PASS THE CAKE

As the chocolate cake passes from one hand to the next,
the anorectics take turns shaking their heads no
Not today, I’m full, maybe another day, 
as we all sing happy birthday to you
and blow out the candles.

The cake looks delicious, but the voice
inside my head says that I can’t afford this, I’m much too fat.
And I nod in agreement, Yes I am, unbearably so

So I lick my lips of imaginary chocolate icing,
hunker down on a breast of dreadful chicken. 
The staff says, Finish everything, let’s go, come on.
You can do it. One tiny mouthful at a time. 

But the scary voice in my head always wins out.
I push the plate of food aside and cover my eyes.
My hands feel heavy, and my brain grows weary.
I’ve been fighting this fight for over twenty years.
I’ve been in and out of group homes and treatment facilities.

No matter how hard I try,
I can never disagree with the voice inside.

—Mark Tulin
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IT’S A WORRY

He bottled up his worries,
his fears,
and sealed them in
securely.
Put them inside a bottle firmly 
corked.
Then he thought, suppose they grew

agitated 
and, expanding with the heat 
produced
forced the cork free from the bottle,
releasing all
those fears and anxieties to reoccupy
his being.

It was another worry
for him 
to ponder and fret about.
He knew
a screw top bottle would have
been better,
would have kept them confined
more securely.

Too late 
now though, to have that thought
done is done.
The best ideas are, always
too late.
Past has always passed.

And then,
another thought came to him,
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so timely.

Maybe he could he transfer them,
move them
to the bottle with the screw
fastening
and screw them up tight
without
letting them out of the bottle.
Without
letting them escape.
Without
giving them 
freedom,
freedom
to invade 
his soul,
his dreams,
his being 
his reason
for being.
 
Such a risk
though.
Such a worry.

—Lynn White
First published by Anomalie, January 2015
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THE STIGMA

Why was I afraid to tell them 
About the darkness in my soul
The depression was gnawing at my mind 
Leaving me bloody and helpless 
So why was I afraid to tell them 
More afraid than fighting these demons in my own 
I was drowning behind my mask 
And the black waters were spilling through the cracks 
So why was I too scared to whisper my pain 
Because i was afraid of the labels
I was afraid of what the world showed me 
Where they told me i belonged 
I was afraid to be crazy in their eyes 
Afraid of the hospitals of the institutes 
Of unempathetic eyes seeing my illness as an excuse 
I was afraid of the stigma 

—Sankara “Le Prince Héritier” Olama-Yai
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IF YOU DIE IN YOUR SLEEP
After Julie Booker

Once contact’s cut down
‘cat brushing calve’
as you lifted your teabag
from a single cup.

Or your mother’s
broken-English-telephone reminder
the only voice besides newscaster
you hear anymore.

And the TV schedule listing
your appointments past 5.
At work, how they whispered
away from you.

One night, you sank into the pillow
and never escaped feathered things
and time flying’s
gone.

In that clean sheet
(your cold shroud)
you’re blanket-bundled far too young
yet too weary to learn new ways of being.

—Barbara E. Hunt
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INSOMNIA

I awaken at two
Listen:
 cat purr
 a drip somewhere
 little footpads in the attic
The rumble grows
 I’m gone for now

**

Imagine a world like ours except for
Sexually; they link index fingers.
A pod begins to grow on a nearby tree.

**

In my dream Father turned into a woman.
I embraced him, glad to see him
after so long.
Gone 35 years now. Would he be likely to do that?

**

confusion in the wash of
moonlight. the shadow resolves
into a bush, but you are never sure.
selves dissolve and swirl.

who am I? are you there,
or just a darker shadow?

—Janet McCann
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PRESCRIBED ADDICTION

The amber vial sits patiently,
waiting for me, 
teasing me from the sink’s edge.  
Three turquoise capsules—
pretty little pulvules provoke me at dawn,
as the Colgate froth from my mouth
makes me appear crazy    insane      mad,
unbalanced     out of sync               confused.
I’m convinced my toothbrush has joined in this conspiracy, 
along with the mirror, 
fogged just enough to erase my brow quicker than tweezers 
and blur the image of my breasts— 
one of the few reflections worth remaining,
not yet scarred by the sharp scalpel cutting out my youth.

You’re not thinking clearly
You’re not processing properly 
These problems you create are all in your head
Choose. Just Choose to be happy
Swallow

It’s been 88 days. 
It’s not like I have been counting.  
But the last time I tried this, 
I only managed to make it 62 days. 
That was almost six years ago.  

Spring is in the air 
and the sun has been warm on my face, 
casting shadows difficult to escape. 
I’m not sure if this is the right 
path to take.

Sleepless nights are more common, 
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but when I sleep, and dream, I swear it’s in color.
I know, I know.  
Experts claim that it’s not possible.  
But I swear it’s true.

My muse visits more often now.  
I missed her.
I didn’t realize how much until now.  

I find myself crying easily now
at movies, poetry readings, and birthday parties.
But they’re honest tears, 
unrestricted, unabashed, 
and seem to be less salty.  

And I laugh,
often during inappropriate moments, I confess,
my own naughty sense of humor takes charge.  

Do you know that feeling just before laughter turns to tears? 
I hope you do. 
I fear society and all its judgment
no longer gives us permission to go there.  
Sometimes you have to let yourself loose.
I like to think it’s how we let our soul dance.

Those pills. They’re still sitting there.  
The steam has disappeared
and I can see them clearly now, still taunting me.
Today, their pull is strong, magnetic and I’m feeling
like an old rusty nail without a hammer.  

The past few days have been darker
and more sporadic than I can recall.  
I know the voyage to the bottom is a short one
and my baggage has arrived well before me.  
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It’s circling on that carousel over there.  
No one will claim it or turn it in, 
fearful it may explode. 
I fear it may implode.  
I’ve witnessed the signs. 
 
But I keep resisting the urge
to take off my shoes, remove my belt, 
and pack everything neatly 
into 3 oz. bottles and a Ziploc bag.  
All I really want to do is go home.

—Shawn Aveningo Sanders
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THROUGH THE GLASS

Alice saw herself in her looking glass
and walked through
into a topsy turvy world where
everything was back to front and inside out.
She drifted into a dreamscape
of madness and unreality, 
without breaking the glass.
Uncut by the shards of her mirror 
or the place she entered into.
She had only to wake to make 
things the right way round again.

But walking through a clear glass,
a transparent window,
it would have been different.
Her reflection would float 
towards a place where everything 
seemed the right way round.
Where everything made sense
and added up sweet with reason.
A place without madness,
which looked easy to enter
and had no sharp edges.
Apparently.

But this glass forms an invisible barrier
to the other side and the life
that seduces and entices her.
And to get through she has to break the glass,
whose sharp edges cut her
and propel her crazily into a place
where she cannot wake.
A jagged, topsy turvy place 
where everything spins round wildly.
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Where caricatures of humanity scream out
trying to make sense of it.

Front to back and outside in.
Everything is the wrong way round again.

—Lynn White
First published in Anomalie, September 2015
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PATHETIQUE

he leans into memory,
piano music from a distant source,
leaning too into the other
vibrations of forgetting

into the minor key of diminution
a black bird alone on an old-fashioned
telephone pole with blue glass
rolls of hay in a meadow

ghosts in blue dresses
dancing along the skyline
the smell of the farm of the past
horse-dung and the fragrance of hay

silent lightning in a clear sky
notes rising and falling in the wind
he holds something in his hands
that last note, a heaviness, a lightness

—Janet McCann
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Shawn Aveningo Sanders is a globally published, award-
winning poet who can’t stand the taste of coconut, eats pistachios 
daily and loves shoes … especially red ones! (redshoepoet.com) 
Shawn’s work has appeared in over 100 literary journals and 
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co-founder of The Poetry Box®, managing editor for The 
Poeming Pigeon®, and was named Best Female Poet-Performer 
in Sacramento News & Review Reader Poll in 2009. Shawn is 
a proud mother of three and shares the creative life with her 
husband in the suburbs of Portland, Oregon.

Gary Beck’s poetry collections include: Days of Destruction 
(Skive Press), Expectations (Rogue Scholars Press). Dawn in 
Cities, Assault on Nature, Songs of a Clerk, Civilized Ways, 
Displays, Perceptions, Fault Lines, Tremors and Perturbations 
(Winter Goose Publishing) Rude Awakenings and The Remission 
of Order will be published by Winter Goose Publishing. 
Conditioned Response (Nazar Look). Resonance (Dreaming 
Big Publications). Virtual Living (Thurston Howl Publications). 
Blossoms of Decay (Wordcatcher Publishing). Blunt Force and 
Expectations will be published by Wordcatcher Publishing. 
His novels include: Extreme Change (Cogwheel Press), Flawed 
Connections (Black Rose Writing), Call to Valor (Gnome on 
Pigs Productions) and Sudden Conflicts (Lillicat Publishers). 
State of Rage will be published by Rainy Day Reads Publishing, 
Crumbling Ramparts by Gnome on Pigs Productions. His short 
story collections include, A Glimpse of Youth (Sweatshoppe 
Publications) and. Now I Accuse and other stories (Winter Goose 
Publishing). He lives in New York City. 

Adam Levon Brown is an internationally published author, 
poet, amateur photographer, and cat lover who identifies as 
Queer and is neurodivergent. He is Founder, Owner, and editor 
in chief of Madness Muse Press.
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Beth Tunnell Howard has been writing poetry since she 
was a young girl. Decades passed, and dust collected on her 
growing pile of poems sleeping in a dark corner of her bedroom 
closet. In 2017 she began dusting off her poems, and debuted 
in artHouston, a magazine dedicated to the arts. She received a 
BA in Humanities from Washington College, studied Classical 
Archaeology at the University of Pennsylvania, and received a 
Master’s degree in Business from the University of Maryland. 
Beth has two grown children and lives in Houston, Texas with 
her trusted love, a tiny dog named Dante. She may be reached 
at: beth.howard.texas@gmail.com

Barbara E. Hunt applies her poet’s heart to many genres and has 
spent a decade running a writers’ conference near her home in 
Oshawa, Ontario, Canada. She has literary journals, anthologies 
and magazines across North America and the U.K. to her credit; 
has current writings on WATTPAD and has just released her 
second, a poetry/colouring book called Devotions (2017). www.
writersplayground.ca

Janet McCann - Journals publishing my poetry include KANSAS 
QUARTERLY, PARNASSUS, NIMROD, SOU’WESTER, NEW 
YORK QUARTERLY, TENDRIL, POETRY AUSTRALIA, etc. A 
1989 NEA Creative Writing Fellowship winner, I taught at Texas 
A & M University for 46+ years. Have co-edited two anthologies, 
ODD ANGLES OF HEAVEN (1994) and PLACE OF PASSAGE 
( 2000.) I have coauthored two textbooks and written a book 
on Wallace Stevens: THE CELESTIAL POSSIBLE: WALLACE 
STEVENS REVISITED (1996). I have also published essays on 
Sylvia Plath, Wallace Stevens, and Emily Dickinson. Most recent 
poetry collection is THE CRONE AT THE CASINO (2013, Lamar 
University Press). I have written many reviews, for WOMEN’S 
REVIEW OF BOOKS, CHRISTIANITY AND LITERATURE, 
TEXAS REVIEW, and many other journals.
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Poems by Sankara”Le Prince Héritier” Olama-Yai. Sankara 
is a young, writer and poet. He is an African American, Lgbtq+, 
undergraduate student who suffers from mental illness and 
explores the facets of his illnesses through poetry. He currently 
studies at Penn State. He’s soon publishing a debut poetry 
collection, with two more to follow.

Carol Lynn Stevenson Grellas is an eight-time Pushcart 
nominee and four-time Best of the Net nominee. She has authored 
several collections of poetry along with her latest chapbook, 
Things I Can’t Remember to Forget, newly released from Prolific 
Press. Her work has appeared in dozens of online and print 
magazines and fifteen anthologies and in 2012 she won the Red 
Ochre Press Chapbook competition with her manuscript, Before 
I Go to Sleep. She is the Associate Editor at The Orchards Poetry 
Journal and according to family lore she is a direct descendant 
of Robert Louis Stevenson.

Mark Tulin is a retired Family Therapist who spends most days 
writing short stories and poetry at a Santa Barbara coffee shop. 
He writes about the offbeat and the neglected parts of society. 
His works appear in Family Therapy Magazine, Fiction on the 
Web, elephant journal, Degenerates: Voices of Peace, Friday 
Flash Fiction, Page and Spine, smokebox.net and others. His 
website is crowonthewire.com. And his poetry chapbook is 
called Magical Yogis.

Lynn White lives in north Wales. Her work is influenced by 
issues of social justice and events, places and people she has 
known or imagined. She is especially interested in exploring 
the boundaries of dream, fantasy and reality. Her poem ‘A Rose 
For Gaza’ was shortlisted for the Theatre Cloud ‘War Poetry 
for Today’ competition 2014. This and many other poems, have 
been widely published in recent anthologies such as - ‘Alice 
In Wonderland’ by Silver Birch Press, ‘The Border Crossed 
Us’ and ‘Rise’ from Vagabond Press and journals such as 
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Apogee, Firewords, Pilcrow & Dagger, Indie Soleil, Light and 
Snapdragon. Find Lynn at:  
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Lynn-White-Poetry/16036759
83213077?fref=ts 
and lynnwhitepoetry.blogspot.com
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